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An extended pattern search approach is presented for the optimization of the placement
of wind turbines on a wind farm. Problem-specific extensions infuse stochastic character-
istics into the deterministic pattern search, inhibiting convergence on local optima and
yielding better results than pattern search alone. The optimal layout for a wind farm is
considered here to be one that maximizes the power generation of the farm while mini-
mizing the farm cost. To estimate the power output, an established wake model is used to
account for the aerodynamic effects of turbine blades on downstream wind speed, as the
oncoming wind speed for any turbine is proportional to the amount of power the turbine
can produce. As turbines on a wind farm are in close proximity, the interaction of turbu-
lent wakes developed by the turbines can have a significant effect on the power develop-
ment capability of the farm. The farm cost is estimated using an accepted simplified
model that is a function of the number of turbines. The algorithm develops a two-
dimensional layout for a given number of turbines, performing local turbine movement
while applying global evaluation. Three test cases are presented: (a) constant, unidirec-
tional wind, (b) constant, multidirectional wind, and (c) varying, multidirectional wind.
The purpose of this work is to explore the ability of an extended pattern search (EPS)
algorithm to solve the wind farm layout problem, as EPS has been shown to be particu-
larly effective in solving multimodal layout problems. It is also intended to show that the
inclusion of extensions into the algorithm can better inform the search than algorithms
that have been previously presented in the literature. Resulting layouts created by this
extended pattern search algorithm develop more power than previously explored algo-
rithms using the same evaluation models and objective functions. In addition, the algo-
rithm’s resulting layouts motivate a heuristic that aids in the manual development of the
best layout found to date. The results of this work validate the application of an extended
pattern search algorithm to the wind farm layout problem, and that its performance is
enhanced by the use of problem-specific extensions that aid in developing results that are
superior to those developed by previous algorithms. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4006997]

Introduction

According to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), “Increased
R&D efforts and innovation will be required to continue to
expand the wind energy industry” in the United States, where
wind power is still a maturing technology [1]. The optimization of
wind farm layouts is part of this R&D effort. The DOE estimates
that the demand for energy will increase by 39% in the next
twenty years [1] with the intent of supplying 20% of the total elec-
tricity demand utilizing wind power. In addition, outdated means
of energy development have been attributed to climate change,
pollution, and permanent depletion of natural resources. These
concerns have led to public demand for cleaner, sustainable
energy sources like wind turbine technology. To meet these
demands it will be necessary to ensure new wind farm installa-
tions are developing as much power as possible, which depends
on the wind farm layout’s capability to account for local wind
conditions and aerodynamic interaction between turbines.

The complexity of the wind farm layout problem lies in the
dynamic conditions of the farm site and the modeling available to
represent realistic wind patterns and wake interactions. A turbine
in wind will develop a turbulent wake that decreases the wind
speed downstream. On a wind farm, turbines are typically placed
in close enough proximity that the effect of placement in a wake
could drastically reduce the effective wind speed to downstream

turbines and therefore decrease their power output. Essentially,
the goal is to incorporate as many turbines as possible while mini-
mizing land use, without compromising the efficiency of the farm
due to wind speed decrement from wake interactions. This work
seeks to develop an optimization algorithm that will consider
these complexities and improve upon previously explored meth-
ods to provide optimal wind farm layouts.

Previous Approaches

The first attempt at applying computational optimization algo-
rithms to the wind farm layout problem was by Mosetti et al. [2],
utilizing a genetic algorithm (GA). This preliminary study devel-
oped the framework that has been continuously used for compari-
son purposes, including the objective function formula and the use
of the Jensen wake model [3]. Mosetti et al. used a discretized
solution space of 100� 100 cells and limited the placement of tur-
bines to the center of each cell. The genetic algorithm considers
each row of the grid as a binary string. A similar but improved
GA approach was performed by Grady et al. [4] whose algorithm
incorporated heuristic knowledge about wind farms and utilized
more advanced computational resources. Two more recent stud-
ies, one by Wan et al. [5] and one by Mittal [6] improved on both
previous genetic algorithm approaches by implementing a second
discretization phase that allowed the turbines to be moved within
their assigned cells. Though these works have advanced the study
of wind farm layout optimization, these genetic algorithms may
have been hindered by the inherent discretization of their binary
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chromosomes, which directly affects the final precision of the
objects in a layout problem. In order to fairly compare the per-
formance of these GA approaches with the current EPS, an addi-
tional analysis has been developed using the EPS that is
constrained to perform in the same discretized solution space as
given by Refs. [2] and [4].

Approaches aside from genetic algorithms have also been
applied to the wind farm layout problem. Marmidis et al. [7]
employed a Monte Carlo method, which relies on the use of ran-
dom turbine placement. In this study, turbines were randomly
placed on the same 100� 100 grid used in previous GA
approaches and then evaluated, with this process iterating until
certain stopping criteria were met. Though Marmidis et al.
reported better results than prior approaches, considerable differ-
ences in evaluation and visual analysis of their resulting layouts
imply discrepancies in reported results. Bilbao and Alba [8] devel-
oped a simulated annealing (SA) algorithm that produced better
layout evaluations when directly compared to a distributed genetic
algorithm (DGA) approach concluded by Huang [9]. Though
Bilbao and Alba’s simulated annealing algorithm and Huang’s
distributed genetic algorithm have the objective of maximizing
farm profit, their disclosure of power, efficiency, and layout coor-
dinates allows for comparison to the current work. However, both
of these algorithms exhibit similar precision deficiency as the pre-
vious genetic algorithm approaches due to the use of a discretized
solution space.

Additional approaches to solving the wind farm layout problem
have been developed that are not used in the current work because
they preclude a direct comparision of resulting layouts from the
EPS algorithm to other wind farm layout literature. Elkinton et al.
[10] established the framework for offshore wind farm layout, the
OWFLO (Offshore Wind Farm Layout Optimization) project in
2006. In offshore wind farm development, costs are different than
those of onshore farms, so modeling the operations and mainte-
nance costs, availability costs, support structure costs, and
electrical interconnection costs are paramount. Therefore, the
OWFLO work uses the Opti-OWECS (the Structural and Eco-
nomic Optimization of Bottom-Mounted Offshore Wind Energy
Converters) and OWECOP (Offshore Wind Energy—Cost and
Potential) models to determine the cost of energy, unlike the cost
modeling used in the current work. Other works that relate solely
to offshore wind farms are not referenced herein as the complex-
ities of offshore modeling and costs create difficulty in direct
comparison.

Multiple advances using evolutionary algorithm approaches
(such as genetic algorithms) to the wind farm layout problem have
been conducted. Sisbot et al. [11] used a multi-objective genetic
algorithm and a cost model that was specifically geared for the
type of turbine being proposed, as well as the PARK wake model
used in the current work, but used the prevailing wind directions
and speed from the actual wind farm site, Another genetic algo-
rithm approach performed by Emami and Noghreh [12] used the
same wake modeling and cost modeling as the current work, but
used cost as a constraint, and were able to develop layouts that
were specifically optimized for various cost totals. Work by
Kusiak and Zheng [13] optimized both total power and power fac-
tor (but not cost), and found the optimal resulting settings for
blade pitch angle and rotor torque using an evolutionary algorithm
in conjunction with data mining. Gonzalez et al. [14] also used an
evolutionary algorithm, but optimized cost by incorporating initial
capital investment and operation and maintenance costs, and can
incorporate exclusion zones and available investment as con-
straints. Saavedra-Moreno et al. [15] showed that seeding an evo-
lutionary algorithm with a heuristic approach led to improvements
in performance over evolutionary algorithms alone when applied
to the wind farm layout optimization problem.

Work involving particle swarm optimization was performed by
Chowdhury et al., [16] using a variable axial induction factor and
the ability to vary turbine rotor diameters and was directly com-
pared with wind tunnel data for a model farm. Additionally, a

combinatorial optimization approach was undertaken by Muskaterov
and Borissova [17], which utilized commercial wind turbine geo-
metries and used both investment cost and total power as objec-
tives. An biology-inspired approach mimicking the replication of
viruses was applied by Ituarte-Villarreal and Espiritu [18], show-
ing promise compared with Mosetti et al.’s genetic algorithm
approach.

It is pertinent to explore applying an EPS algorithm to the wind
farm layout problem, in that EPS is specifically designed to
explore problems with multimodal solution spaces [19]. The
extended pattern search combines the effectiveness of determinis-
tic algorithms with the global exploration capability of stochastic
methods, which can lead to increases in efficiency and thus the
energy output of the farm. The wind farm layout optimization
problem is similar to a 2D product packaging problem, where
objects (turbines) must be placed without interference, according
to a performance objective, within an established solution space.
The successful application of EPS to the 2D and 3D layout of
products and packages [19,20] suggests the potential for success
in application to the wind farm layout optimization problem. In
addition, Yin and Cagan [19] showed that an extended pattern
search algorithm was more computationally efficient than a com-
parable genetic algorithm, further suggesting the potential success
of the application of EPS to the wind farm layout problem. In
sum, we view the wind farm layout problem as an isomorph of the
2D product layout problem. The use of EPS is further justified by
the algorithm’s use of a continuous solution space, allowing for
precise movement throughout the course of the search. The EPS
algorithm can develop multiple equally-evaluating layouts, and
given the potential establishment of the layout in a dynamic, real-
world environment, the ability to select from multiple high per-
forming layouts may be ideal.

The goal of this work is to extend and apply the extended pat-
tern search on a wind farm layout and determine how the results
compare to previous attempts to solve this problem. The following
section of this paper will describe the details of the wake model-
ing (which determines power) and cost modeling. Next, the meth-
odology of the extended pattern search is discussed, followed by a
description of the numerical procedure of this particular problem.
Lastly, results of this study are presented and compared to previ-
ous work and conclusions about the algorithm’s performance are
drawn.

Wake and Cost Modeling

A wake model is a simplified quantitative means of represent-
ing the fluid interaction between turbines. The wake developed by
a turbine in wind greatly reduces the wind speed immediately
behind the rotor, increasing slowly with distance downstream, as
shown in Fig. 1. The wake model accounts for wake interactions
and develops the effective wind speed—the oncoming wind speed

Fig. 1 Immediate speed reduction and eventual asymptotic
approach to initial windspeed (12 m/s) within a wake
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at any turbine after wake speed deficits from upstream turbines
have been incorporated. The current EPS algorithm utilizes the
wake model developed by Jensen [3], in an effort to facilitate
comparison to previous wind farm layout work that also uses this
model. For this same reason, it should be noted that this model is
used as originally written, and the current work does not seek to
improve or alter the wake model.

This effective wind speed determines the power output of the
rotor—generally, the higher the wind speed, the more power a tur-
bine can produce. With the assumption that momentum is con-
served inside the wake, a momentum balance is established:

pr2
r vþ p r2

1 � r2
r

� �
u0 ¼ pr2

1u (1)

where rr is the rotor radius, u0 is the ambient wind speed, v is the
wind speed just behind the rotor, r1 is the effective downstream
radius of the wake, and u is the wind speed in the wake down-
stream of a turbine at distance x, as seen in Fig. 2.

Assuming a linear relationship between x and r1 (as indicated
by the triangular wake) and employing the theory that assumes the
wind speed directly behind the rotor is ’ 1=3 of the oncoming
wind speed [3], Eq. (1) can be solved for the downstream wind
speed u:

u ¼ u0 1� 2

3

rr

r1

� �2
 !

(2)

where r1 is related to the turbine rotor radius rr by a linear rela-
tionship with downstream distance x:

r1 ¼ rr þ ax (3)

where a is known as the entrainment constant and is given by

a ¼ 0:5

ln z=z0ð Þ (4)

where z is the hub height of the turbine and z0 is the surface
roughness of the ground. Formula (3) is used to discern whether a
turbine is in the wake of an upstream turbine. Alternatively, a var-
iant but nearly identical formulation for effective wind speed has
also been used [2,5]

u ¼ u0 1� 2a

1þ a
x

r1

� �� �2

0
BBB@

1
CCCAwhere r1 ¼ rr

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� a

1� 2a

r
(5)

where a is the axial induction factor.
For the case of turbines located in multiple wakes, the effective

wind speed is calculated by summing the kinetic energy deficits of
the individual wakes. The effective wind speed for a turbine in n
wakes is calculated using the following expression:

u ¼ u0 1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn

i¼1

1� ui

u0

� �2

vuut
2
4

3
5 (6)

These formulae indicate three distinct means of developing the
effective wind speed for each turbine: (1) If the turbine has no
upstream turbines, the effective wind speed is the ambient wind
speed; (2) If the turbine is located in one wake, formulas (2) or (5)
are used; and (3) if the turbine has multiple upstream turbines and
is therefore located in multiple wakes, formula (6) is used. The
effective wind speeds of each turbine are utilized to develop a
total power estimate for the N turbines on the farm, given by

Ptot ¼
XN

i¼1

0:3u3
i (7)

The power formula stated in Eq. (7) is duplicated directly from
Mosetti et al. [2], for comparison purposes. More accurate power
modeling formulae exist in the literature [21], and the coefficient
of 0.3 is likely an estimation of the incorporation of turbine geom-
etry, air density, and power coefficient.

It is also necessary to minimize the cost of turbine installation
and use. Mosetti et al. [2] established an expression for estimating
the cost of a farm per year, based solely on the number of turbines
N:

cost ¼ N
2

3
þ 1

3
e�0:00174N2

� �
(8)

This expression is normalized, where each turbine has a cost of
1. This expression incorporates a cost reduction for the installation
of larger-N farms; other factors that may be included are not spe-
cifically noted by Mosetti et al.

The objective function for the wind farm layout optimization
must maximize the power output of the farm while minimizing
cost. Therefore, the objective function is given by

Objective ¼ cost

Ptot

(9)

Fig. 2 Schematic of wake model
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The optimization algorithm will search for the minimum value of
this objective function.

It should be noted that the use of this model suggests inher-
ent simplification of the results, as the model itself uses an
idealized semblance of the wake profile and behavior [22]. In
particular, the wind speeds within a wake are considered con-
stant across the width of the wake for a given downstream dis-
tance, whereas the lines of constant wind speed taking on the
shape of a Gaussian distribution would be more accurate. Simi-
larly, there is an “on/off” characteristic about the wake bound-
ary that belies the more realistic wind speed gradient at the
edges. Additionally, this model cannot account for the complex
turbulent flow directly behind and caused by the rotor blades,
and as such the wake effects of the near-wake region are unre-
alistic. However, given the minimum proximity constraint
between turbines, this shortcoming most likely does not signifi-
cantly affect the optimization. The cost modeling formulation
is also considerably simplified, and future work will incorpo-
rate more accurate modeling that accounts for more parameters
(i.e., cost changes based on turbine design, interconnectivity
costs, farm site costs, etc.).

Extended Pattern Search Methodology

The wind farm layout problem has characteristics that require
nondeterministic strategies to effectively solve. The space is mul-
timodal as was verified by running a deterministic search algo-
rithm with randomized initial layouts that produced inferior
results to our EPS approach. Although various stochastic methods
such as genetic algorithms (as used by Mosetti et al. [2] and Grady
et al. [4]), distributed genetic algorithms [9], simulated annealing
[8] and others are feasible, the benefits of the EPS algorithm are
described as follows.

Pattern search algorithms are deterministic search methods that
use a set pattern of search directions in order to find an optimal
placement [23]. Pattern search is a direct search method in that it
traverses a sequence of trial solutions, maintaining the best evalu-
ation and comparing it directly to each subsequent evaluation,
without the need to evaluate derivatives. At every potential move
in the pattern, the objective function is evaluated and compared to
the best prior evaluation, only selecting moves that result in an
improved objective value. Constraints that prohibit the infeasible
placement of turbines are enforced with every move. Each move
spans a set step size, which is initially defined with respect to the
size of the solution space to allow for broad movement. Once ev-
ery turbine has remained stationary through all pattern directions
(in this case, along the coordinate axes) at a given step size, the
step size is halved and the search is repeated. The search exits
when no possible moves for any turbine have developed an
improvement in the objective function evaluation at a minimum
allowable step size.

In order to avoid converging on local minima (a common pitfall
of deterministic algorithms), extensions are employed that add
stochasticity to the system [19]. That is, though the search is fun-
damentally based in the rigid generalized pattern search, sub-
algorithms that employ randomized characteristics selectively
“liberate” the search at certain points throughout the algorithm to
expand the search space and potentially escape local optima. Sim-
ilar to the results of the extended pattern search of Yin and Cagan
for 3D layout optimization [19], the addition of extensions to the
pattern search have yielded improvement in results compared to a
generalized pattern search (without extensions) applied to the
same problem. These extensions improve wind farm efficiency,
the likelihood of developing a 100% efficient layout, and increase
the total power development of the farm, Understanding of the
algorithm is best facilitated by a detailed description of the
extended pattern search, including extensions, expressed as the
flowchart in Fig. 3 for this application.

Following the method of Yin and Cagan [19], the extensions
to the pattern search are indicated in the flow chart by capital let-

ters. The first extension is the use of a random initial layout. The
only restriction on the initial layout is the same constraints
applied to every trial move—a turbine cannot be placed within
five rotor diameters of another turbine or outside of the solution
space. The second extension is the randomized selection order of
turbines. This ensures that no turbine’s individual movement is
favored over another. The final extension is the popping algo-
rithm that performs once all turbines have stopped moving at the
current step size. A number of the weakest performing turbines
(based on the local objective of individual power output) are
“popped” to a random location. The new locations are kept if
they do not cause interference and improve the evaluation. The
popping algorithm exits after a given number of pop attempts are
made or an improved location is found for each of the selected
weak turbines. For the wind farm layout problem, the popping
algorithm parameters were determined empirically, with 5 weak-
performing turbines potentially being moved to new random
locations, utilizing up to 1000 random new location attempts.
The design of the popping algorithm is such that re-evaluation is
performed at each potential move; therefore if a weak-
performing turbine is not relocated within its given number of
movement attempts or is not moved to a substantially superior
location, that same turbine will again re-evaluate as weak, and
will be run through the extension again.

Problem Formulation

The extended pattern search algorithm uses a continuous solu-
tion space, the benefit of which is made evident by the minimum
distance requirement between turbines to avoid interference. In
the discretized solution spaces of previous works [2,4,6–9], the
five rotor diameter minimum distance is inherently satisfied in
the directions along the X and Y axes by locating turbines in the
center of each cell. However, turbines in diagonally adjacent
cells are actually further apart than the specified minimum dis-
tance, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The continuous solution space
allows for turbines to be placed at the true minimum distance in
any direction, as shown in Fig. 4(b). As it is the purpose of this
work to establish the performance of the EPS algorithm with
respect to previous algorithms that utilize a discretized solution
space, a brief comparison of the EPS constrained to perform
within the same discretized solution space as these algorithms is
stated in the results.

In the example included in this paper, the solution space is 2
km by 2 km, and the turbine geometry consists of a 60 m hub
height and a 40 m rotor diameter. The surface roughness is taken
to be 0.5 m and is constant. Case (a) is that of constant wind speed
(12 m/s) and unidirectional wind (from the bottom of the field in
the þY direction), as shown in Fig. 5(a). Case (b) also has con-
stant 12 m/s wind speed, but the wind is considered from 36 rota-
tional directions (in 10 deg increments) with equivalent
probabilities of occurrence, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Case (c), the
most complex and realistic wind case, considers three wind speeds
(8, 12, and 17 m/s) and the same 36 rotational directions, and both
wind speed and direction are of varying probabilities of occur-
rence, as shown in Fig. 5(c).

Considering there are no restrictions on turbine placement
(apart from avoiding interference), it is necessary to systemati-
cally determine which turbines are located in the wakes of
upstream turbines. For each turbine the maximum width of its
wake (based on its distance from the back of the field) is found
and a rectangular neighborhood of that width is created. The
turbines that lie in this wake are then flagged, and the upstream
distance between each of them and the wake-producing turbine
is calculated. Using Eq. (3), the actual width of the triangular
wake r1 is determined for each flagged turbine, and only those
within this width at their current downstream distance are fur-
ther considered to be affected by that wake. The initial step
size chosen is 400 m and is halved until reaching a minimum
value of 3.125 m. It was determined for this particular study
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that an initial step size of 1/5 of the length of the solution space
allowed for enough broad movement to thoroughly explore the
space, while reduction by half at each iteration yielded precise
local movement. The popping algorithm attempts to relocate
the worst performing turbine five times, using up to 1000 ran-
dom locations depending on the number of turbines in the
layout.

The optimization problem is formalized as:

Minimize
cost

PowerTotal

¼
N

2

3
þ 1

3
e�0:00174N2

� �
XN

i¼1

0:3u3
i

Fig. 3 Flowchart for current EPS
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where ui ¼

UA ¼ u0

UB ¼ u0 1� 2

3

rr

rr þ 0:5
ln z=z0ð Þ

� �
x

0
@

1
A

20
@

1
A

UC ¼ u0 1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn

i¼1

1� UB

u0

� �2
s" #

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

; where

UA : turbine in no wakes

UB : turbine in one wake

UC : turbine in multiple wakes

With respect to X Location x, Y Location y, and number of tur-
bines N,

Such that: No turbines are placed outside of the solution space
boundary.

No turbine is positioned within 200 m (5D) of another turbine.

0 � x � 2000m;

0 � y � 2000m;

26 � N � 80 for case ðaÞ; and

15 � N � 60 for cases ðbÞ and ðcÞ

Results and Discussion

Quantitative comparison between the extended pattern search
results and the results of previous approaches was developed,
including an efficiency percentage (percent at which the farm’s
power development represents the maximum amount of power

possible given the wind conditions and geometry of the turbine).
For a given turbine hub height and rotor diameter, and for a given
wind speed, a 100% efficient turbine will have an effective wind
speed equal to the ambient oncoming wind speed (the turbine is
not located in a wake). A 100% efficient layout consists entirely
of 100% efficient turbines. It is important to note that it is not real-
istically possible for a wind farm to be 100% efficient, and given
the simplifications of the current modeling, what is reported as a
100% efficient layout is only theoretically so, and only relevant to
the current problem formulation. It should be noted that the prob-
lem formulation of previous literature was purposely retained in
the current work to enable direct comparison, specifically limited
to those to which total power development, efficiency, and actual
layout coordinates can be contrasted [2,3,8,9]. Additionally, each
of the previous results to which the current work is compared use
identical, unaltered turbine geometry. Comparisons to previous
results are shown, first by indicating an EPS layout of the same
number of turbines as those from previous work, followed by the
optimal EPS layout for each case. As the EPS has stochastic char-
acteristics, it is not guaranteed to converge on the same solution
over multiple runs. Following common practice with such algo-
rithms, the EPS was performed ten times at every number of tur-
bines for a set range (26–80 turbines for case (a), and 15–60
turbines for cases (b) and (c)), and the best solution, along with
the standard deviation across the ten solutions, is reported.

EPS for Discretized Solution Space. Prior to discussion of
the results of this work, it is important to disclose the performance
of the EPS using a discretized solution space. As previously
stated, some of the algorithms to which the EPS is being com-
pared perform within a discretized solution space: a 10� 10 grid
that limits the potential placement of a turbine to the center of a
grid cell (resulting in only 100 possible locations). Though the
EPS is designed to use a continuous solution space as a benefit to
the search (as depicted in Fig. 4), constraining it to use the discretized
solution space indicates how the EPS compared with these previous
algorithms. Comparison to the case (a) results of Mosetti et al. is

Fig. 4 Comparison of solution spaces—(a) discretized and (b)
continuous

Fig. 5 Illustration of wind directions and speed—(a) case a, (b) case b, and (c) case c
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shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), with quantitative comparison given
in Table 1.

The results in Table 1 show that the EPS developed a better-
performing layout within the discretized solution space than
Mosetti et al.’s genetic algorithm approach. This implies that the
capability of the EPS algorithm may actually be superior to that of
this specific GA, aside from the fact that the EPS is otherwise
designed to be utilized within a continuous solution space.

However, subsequent researchers who have solved this instance
of the wind farm layout problem using this same discretized solu-
tion space have achieved a superior layout than Mosetti et al.
while employing similar evolutionary algorithms. These research-
ers (Grady et al. [4], Bilbao and Alba [8], and Huang [9]) had
identical case (a) results for each of their algorithms, a 30-turbine

layout consisting of three straight lines of turbines, perpendicular
to the onset direction of wind. The discretized EPS result dupli-
cated this same layout. This 30-turbine layout has the best objec-
tive evaluation for a range of turbine numbers (in the case of the

Fig. 6 (a) Mosetti et al.—26 turbine layout—case (a) and (b) discretized EPS -
26-turbine layout—case (a)

Table 1 Comparison of Mosetti et al. and discretized EPS—
case (a)

Result Mosetti et al. Discretized EPS

Objective function evaluation 0.0016197 0.00156225
Total power (kW) 12352 12806.2
N 26 26
Efficiency (%) 91.64 95.01
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discretized EPS, from 15 turbines to 50 turbines), and is assumed
to be the best layout possible for the coarseness of the discretiza-
tion. This layout is given in Fig. 7.

This result shows that compared to evolutionary algorithms that
exceed the initial result of Mosetti et al.’s genetic algorithm, the
extended pattern search performs just as well, consistently con-
verging on the best layout possible given the discretization. As the
EPS is designed to use a continuous solution space, this will allow
the already-comparable algorithm to outperform those which are
limited by the necessity of a discretized grid. Subsequent reported
layouts for the extended pattern search algorithm are no longer
constrained by this discretized solution space.

Case (a). Comparisons to the Mosetti et al. Genetic Algorithm
approach are compiled in Table 2. Visual representation of the 26-
turbine Mosetti et al. layout was given in Fig. 6(a), and an exam-
ple of a 26-turbine EPS-developed layout is included in Fig. 8.

Comparisons to the Grady et al. genetic algorithm approach [4]
are compiled in Table 3, with the visual representation of the 30-
turbine Grady et al. layout included previously in Fig. 7, and an
example of a 30-turbine EPS developed layout included in Fig. 9.

The distributed genetic algorithm developed by Huang and the
simulated annealing algorithm developed by Bilbao and Alba
have identical case (a) layouts to the Grady et al. Genetic Algo-
rithm approach shown in Fig. 7. However, their individual optimi-
zations gave slightly different results than those reported by
Grady et al., and as such are duplicated in Table 4. The re-
evaluation from Table 3 remains consistent for both the simulated
annealing and distributed genetic algorithm approaches.

As the specific means of calculation of the objective function
in previous literature is not precisely given, out of fairness of

comparison the layouts of previous studies were tested using the
current wake model evaluation, and as such exhibit a slight discrep-
ancy from the original reported result. For the Mosetti et al. and
Grady et al. results, this discrepancy is 1.87% and 1.38%, respec-
tively, indicating convincing consistency between evaluation mod-
els. However, the new evaluation of layouts from Marmidis et al.
exposes dissimilarity in modeling (a 35.386% discrepancy). Studies
of their results indicate a likely error in their reported data (for
example, a theoretically impossible efficiency greater than 100%
with turbines placed in the wakes of others). Therefore, comparison
to this reference will not be included.

For case (a), the extended pattern search algorithm is able to
create multiple 100% efficient layouts for trials that employ up to
43 turbines. Therefore, in comparison to both the 26-turbine
Mosetti et al. result and the 30-turbine Grady et al. result, the cur-
rent extended pattern search algorithm creates more efficient lay-
outs that develop more power.

To determine the number of turbines that should be included in
the reported EPS optimal layout for case (a), a plot of objective
function evaluation versus the number of turbines is generated
from EPS trials, shown in Fig. 10. The curve marked by circles
represent the actual EPS trial data (with a polynomial fit superim-
posed), and the curve marked by squares indicates theoretical
100% efficient objective function evaluations.

The 4th-order polynomial fit of the objective function eval-
uation versus N(number of turbines) curve gives the following
equation:

y ¼ 7:798 � 10�11 x4
� �
� 2:037 � 10�8 x3

� �
þ 2:012 � 10�6 x2

� �
� 8:826 � 10�5 xð Þ þ 0:003 (10)

Fig. 7 Grady et al., Huang, Bilbao and Alba, and discretized EPS - 30 turbines—
case (a)

Table 2 Comparison of Mosetti et al. and current EPS approach—case (a)

Result Mosetti et al. Mosetti et al. re-evaluation Current EPS

Objective function evaluation 0.0016197 0.00158985 0.00148433
Total power (kW) 12,352 12583.8 13478.4
N 26 26 26
Efficiency (%) 91.64 93.36 100
Discrepancy (%) 1.87
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The minimum value of this curve is the estimation of the best
objective function evaluation for any number of turbines. The
value of x that minimizes this function is x ’ 54. Therefore, the
estimated optimal result of the extended pattern search is obtained

by developing a 54-turbine layout, shown in Fig. 11. This layout
develops 27,823 kW of power and is 99.39% efficient. The power
and efficiency are derived from the objective function which, for
the best case, had a value of 0.00129793. Among the ten runs the

Table 3 Comparison of Grady et al. and current EPS approach—case (a)

Result Grady et al. Grady et al. re-evaluation Current EPS

Objective function evaluation 0.0015436 0.00152255 0.00142032
Total power (kW) 14,310 14507.8 15552
N 30 30 30
Efficiency (%) 92.01 93.29 100
Discrepancy (%) 1.38

Fig. 9 EPS 30-turbine layout—case (a)

Fig. 8 EPS 26-turbine layout—case (a)
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mean objective value was 0.001301258 and the standard error of
the mean was 4.55711� 10�7. Although this layout is less than
100% efficient, the design is still the most cost effective for the
power generated based on the overall objective function
evaluation.

For case (a), the EPS layouts created for larger numbers of tur-
bines (including the 54-turbine layout in Fig. 11) reveal distinct
patterns of placement; primarily long vertical “strings” of turbines

Table 4 Comparison of Huang and Bilbao and Alba to current
EPS—case (a)

Result Huang Bilbao and Alba Current EPS

Objective function evaluation N/A N/A 0.00142032
Total power (kW) 14118 14205 15552
N 30 30 30
Efficiency (%) 90.78 91.36 100.00

Fig. 10 Objective function evaluation versus number of tur-
bines—case (a)

Fig. 11 Optimal 54-turbine EPS layout—case (a)

Fig. 12 100% efficient 56-turbine layout—case (a)
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Table 5 Comparison of Mosetti et al. and current EPX approach—case (b)

Result Mosetti et al. Mosetti et al. re-evaluation Current EPS

Objective function evaluation 0.0017371 0.00169916 0.00164384
Total power (kW) 9244.7 9443.5 9761.3
N 19 19 19
Efficiency (%) 93.86 95.88 99.10
Discrepancy (%) 2.10

Fig. 13 (a) Mosetti et al. 19-turbine layout—case (b) and (b) and EPS 19-turbine
layout—case (b)

Table 6 Comparison of Grady et al. and current EPS approach—case (b)

Result Grady et al. Grady et al. re-evaluation Current EPS

Objective function evaluation 0.0015666 0.00146355 0.00139123
Total power (kW) 17220 18394.8 19351
N 39 39 39
Efficiency (%) 85.17 90.98 95.78
Discrepancy (%) 6.40
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placed on slight diagonals, often forming “W” shapes. Based on
the shapes identified in these solutions, a layout was manually
developed as a heuristic derived from the EPS algorithm results,
specifically for the case (a) wind conditions. A plot of the 100%
efficiency objective function value versus the number of turbines

(given in Fig. 10) shows an asymptotic approach to a minimum
fitness value. It appears that the curve begins this asymptotic
behavior near N¼56, which indicates that the addition of more
turbines above this number does not significantly benefit the
objective function evaluation. Therefore the manually developed

Fig. 14 (a) Grady et al. 39-turbine layout—case (b) and (b) EPS 39-turbine lay-
out—case (b)

Table 7 Comparison of Huang and current EPS—case (b)

Result Huang Huang re-evaluation Current EPS

Objective function evaluation N/A 0.00147015 0.00139826
Total power (kW) 15040.28 17553.1 18455.7
N 37 37 37
Efficiency (%) 78.41 91.51 96.22
Discrepancy (%) 14.30
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layout (Fig. 12) includes 56 turbines, exhibits 100% efficiency,
and develops 29,030.4 kW of power.

Case (b). The second wind case is also that of constant wind
speed (12 m/s), but now includes the more realistic approach of
varying the wind onset angle. In 10-degree increments, 36 differ-
ent rotational angles are considered, which allows for a thorough
test of the solution space. The solution for the individual 36 angles
are equally weighted and combined. Comparisons of the current
EPS algorithm, along with re-evaluation of the Mosetti et al. lay-
out using the current model, are found in Table 5. Visual represen-
tations of both the Mosetti et al. case (b) 19-turbine layout and an
example of a 19-turbine EPS layout are shown in Figs. 13(a) and
13(b), respectively.

The EPS-developed 19-turbine layout for the multidirectional,
constant wind speed case shows behavior of turbine migration
toward the outer edges of the field. This behavior implies the
algorithm is attempting to place turbines as far away from each
other as possible to maximize their effective wind speed from all
angles.

Similarly, Table 6 shows the Grady et al. result for case (b), the
re-evaluation of the Grady et al. layout using the current model,
and an example EPS result for the same number of turbines, for
comparison purposes.

As indicated by Figs. 14(a) and 14(b), the behavior of the tur-
bines for this higher-N layout differs from that of the previous 19-
turbine layout. Instead of primary migration toward the outside of
the field, the turbines are generally avoiding being placed in
straight lines from all directions.

The simulated annealing algorithm developed by Bilbao and
Alba uses the distributed genetic algorithm performed by Huang
as a framework for comparison, and as such both case (b) and
case (c) results for these works have the same number of tur-
bines. As such, the comparison of these algorithms to the current
EPS algorithm will be shown in combination, to avoid the dupli-
cation of figures. The comparison to Huang DGA work is shown
in Table 7, and the comparison to Bilbao and Alba SA work in
Table 8.

Visual representations of the case (b) layouts of Huang, Bilbao
and Alba, and the current EPS for 37 turbines are shown in
Figs. 15(a)–15(c), respectively.

The optimal EPS layout can be found using the same means as
presented in the case (a). The case (b) trial data were plotted to
show the change in objective function value as a function of the
number of turbines. Figure 16 presents the 4th-Order polynomial
fit of this data.

y¼ 1:497 � 10�10 x4
� �
þ 1:840 � 10�8 x3

� �
� 3:741 � 10�7 x2

� �
� 2:277 � 10�5 xð Þþ 0:0021 (11)

The resulting curve has a minimum value at approximately 44
turbines.

An example of a 44-turbine EPS layout for case (b) is shown in
Fig. 17. This 44-turbine case (b) EPS layout is 94.67% efficient

and develops 21594.9 kW. The objective function evaluation for
this case was 0.00138174, representing the best of ten trials with a
mean objective value of 0.001387082 and standard error of the
mean 9.91866� 10�7.

Case (c). The final case explored is multidirectional, varying
wind speed. The three possible wind speeds are 8 m/s, 12 m/s, and

Table 8 Comparison of Bilbao and Alba and current EPS—
case (b)

Result
Bilbao

and Alba
Bilbao and

Alba re-evaluation Current EPS

Objective function
evaluation

N/A 0.00147115 0.00139826

Total power (kW) 15268.84 17541.2 18455.7
N 37 37 37
Efficiency (%) 79.60 91.45 96.07
Discrepancy (%) 12.95

Fig. 15 (a) Huang 37-turbine layout—case (b), (b) Bilbao and
Alba 37-turbine layout—case (b), and (c) EPS 37-turbine lay-
out—case (b)
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17 m/s. As with case (b), all 36 angular directions are considered
(again occurring in 10-degree increments), however, in case (c)
these directions and the wind speeds for each direction are
weighted to model prominent wind directions. The fraction of
occurrence (weighting) of each wind direction and wind speed are
depicted in bar graph given in Fig. 18.

The multidirectional, varying wind speed case presents the op-
portunity to gauge the performance of these algorithms in a more
realistic wind environment. Table 9 summarizes this performance
for the 15-turbine Mosetti et al. result for case (c), as well as an
example of a 15-turbine EPS result. Plots of both of these layouts
are given in Figs. 19(a) and 19(b).

EPS-developed layouts for 15 and similarly small numbers of
turbines exhibit no obvious patterns or movement behaviors.
However, increasing the number of turbines, as with the following
comparison of the results of the Grady et al. layout and EPS-
developed layout for 39 turbines, does reveal visually clear place-
ment patterns. The results of these two studies are summarized in
Table 10, and Figs. 20(a) and 20(b) visually represent the two
layouts.

Fig. 16 Objective function evaluation versus number of turbines—case (b)

Fig. 17 Optimal 44-turbine EPS layout—case (b)

Fig. 18 Bar graph of weighting fractions—case (c)
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The comparison of the case (c) results of the EPS algo-
rithm to those of Huang’s DGA and Bilbao and Alba’s SA
show the behavior and movement of the turbines for an
even greater number of turbines. Numerical comparison of

the results is given for the DGA (Table 11) and SA (Table
12) approaches.

There is a larger discrepancy between the DGA and SA re-
evaluations and the results stated in the literature. This may be
caused by the incorporation of an idealized power model

Table 9 Comparison of Mosetti et al. and current EPS
approach—case (c)

Result
Mosetti

et al.
Mosetti et al.
re-evaluation

Current
EPS

Objective function
evaluation

0.00099405 0.000984478 0.00096445

Total power (kW) 13460 13591.2 13873.4
N 15 15 15
Efficiency (%) 96.66 97.60 99.63
Discrepancy (%) 0.97

Fig. 19 (a) Mosetti et al. 15-turbine layout—case (c) and (b) EPS 15-turbine
layout—case (c)

Table 10 Comparison of Grady et al. and current EPS
approach—case (c)

Result
Grady
et al.

Grady et al.
re-evaluation

Current
EPS

Total power (kW) 32038 32491.9 34650.5
N 39 39 39
Efficiency (%) 88.49 89.74 95.71
Discrepancy (%) 1.39
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(developed by Huang) that does not consider the power develop-
ment of sacrificial turbines—turbines that evaluate to have nega-
tive effective wind speeds. The power developed by any turbine
with a wind speed below 2 m/s and above 18 m/s is considered to

be zero. Additionally, the power calculation given in Eq. (7) is
only applied to those turbines whose effective wind speed is
between and including 2 m/s and 12.8 m/s. The range constraints
of the Huang power model are given below

PiðkWÞ ¼

0 for Ui < 2m=s

0:3U3
i for 2m=s � Ui � 12:8m=s

629:1 for 12:8m=s < Ui � 18m=s

0 for Ui > 18m=s

8>>>><
>>>>:

(12)

Lack of information regarding the use of this model versus the
power development calculation given by Mosetti et al. could
potentially be the cause of the larger discrepancy between the

Fig. 20 (a) Grady et al. 39-turbine layout—case (c) and (b) EPS 39-turbine lay-
out—case (c)

Table 11 Comparison of Huang and current EPS—case (c)

Result Huang Huang re-evaluation Current EPS

Objective function evaluation N/A 0.00138859 0.000774479
Total power (kW) 20430.7 22806.4 40890.5
N 47 47 47
Efficiency (%) 83.87% 52.27% 93.72%
Discrepancy (5) 10.41%
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current re-evaluation and the stated previous results. The signifi-
cant difference between the amount of power developed by the
current EPS and both the powers developed by the DGA and SA
algorithms suggests further divergence in model application. The
plots for each the DGA, SA, and current EPS 47-turbine results
for case (c) are shown in Figs. 21(a)–21(c), respectively.

The case (c) trial data was compiled and a plot of objective
function evaluation as a function of the number of turbines was
developed. As with the two previous cases, a 4th-order polyno-
mial fit of the data creates a curve whose minimum suggests the
optimal number of turbines for that case:

y ¼ �7:834 10�11 x4
� �
þ 9:493 10�9 x3

� �
� 1:692 10�7 x2

� �
� 1:350 10�5 xð Þ þ 0:0012 (13)

The optimal number of turbines suggested for the case (c) EPS
layout was 44. An example of a 44-turbine EPS layout for case (c)
is shown in Fig. 22. This layout is 94.69% efficient and develops
38681.2 kW. The objective function for this best case had a value
of 0.000771393; the mean objective value of ten trials was
0.000775204 and the standard error of the mean was
8.0704� 10�7.

Concluding Discussion

From these results, it is clear that the extended pattern search
algorithm described is promising for these wind cases. It exhibits
higher efficiency and develops more power than layouts presented
in previous literature. The extended pattern search is also success-
ful in that the conclusions drawn from resulting layouts influenced
the manual development of high-N 100% efficient layout in case
(a). For cases (b) and (c), the EPS was able to generate slightly
higher efficiency and higher power-developing layouts; however,
the behavior indicated by the turbine movement in these layouts
suggests further exploration in the development of heuristic pat-
terns that may lead to superior layouts for more complex wind
cases. The first step in enabling this extended pattern search to be
a viable choice for wind farm layout optimization is the incorpora-
tion realistic wind data. Additional attributes should also be con-
sidered, such as utilizing varying wake models and incorporating
existing turbine geometry. Due to the fact that the layout problem
is multimodal and a stochastic algorithm is employed, the EPS
generated better performing layouts than the literature, though
potentially not the global optima. This should be seen as an
advantage; however, as the ability to select from multiple equally
good layouts might better accommodate the dynamic conditions
of a potential wind farm location. The generation of multiple opti-
mal layouts also aids in the understanding of the models used and
the behavior of the turbine movement, which enables the future
development of heuristics and other extension to this work.
Finally, the work demonstrates that algorithms used for product
layout find application in wind farm layout design, enabling those
advances to similarly advance the state of wind farm design. As
the extended pattern search has proven to be an effective layout
optimization algorithm for the wind farm design problem as com-
pared to other approaches, in the future more sophisticated wake,
power, and cost modeling can be incorporated into the EPS frame-
work in an effort to design more real-world applicable wind

Table 12 Comparison of Bilbao and Alba and current EPS—case (c)

Result Bilbao and Alba Bilbao and Alba re-evaluation Current EPS

Objective function evaluation N/A 0.00138127 0.000774479
Total power (kW) 21025.84 22927.3 40890.5
N 47 47 47
Efficiency (%) 84.10 52.54 93.72
Discrepancy (%) 8.29

Fig. 21 (a) Huang 47-turbine layout—case (c), (b) Bilbao and Alba
47-turbine layout—case (c), and (c) EPS 47-turbine layout—case (c)
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farms. As well, the efficiency of the algorithm can be tuned based
on these more sophisticated models.
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